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All over the world, companies realized that gay has an monetary power and make up a new market which only involves gay 
orientated projects and campaignes. In Europe gays have % 6 percentage in total population and they also keep in reserve % 
10 part of tourism. When we give thought to these percentages, it could be said that gay tourism market can be an important 
source for Turkey. The aim of this study was to display gay men’s tourism perspectives and their tourism expectations. For 
this reason,  a questionnaire applied to 71 gay men in Istanbul by using snowball sampling. To analize the data SPSS for 
Windows 11.00 is used. Analysis results show that, gay men prefer destinations where they can feel themselves free, 
wouldn’t encounter with prejudicial behavior and find high service quality. Also, the other finding was that gay men ready to 
pay high payment for quality. 
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1.Introduction 
 
The term ‘gay’ broadly relates to a person who is emotionally and/or physically attracted predominantly to 
persons of the same sex. Gay tourism has been regarded as a rapidly growing and profitable sector of tourism  
(Monterrubio, Hughes, Miller and Mason, 2007: 57). Gay holidays are likely to make a very significant 
contribution to the creation and validation of identity for many gay men. But, the nature and dimension of this 
contribution remain to be examined further. Particular areas meriting investigation concern the destinations gay 
men select for holidays, what gay men look for in choosing destinations, and the extent to which gay men are 
motivated in their choice of destination by sexual opportunities (Clift and Forrest, 1999: 616). 
 
1.1 Gay Tourism Market 
 
Gay tourism market has identified certain characteristics of the gay and lesbian travellers.  In particular (Tebje, 
2006: 2):  
x Gay travellers seldom travel as part of an escorted group; they usually travel in same sex couples, in groups, 
or alone.   
x Gay travellers travel more frequently and at various times of the year than do straight travellers.   
x Gay people typically have a higher than average disposable income and few family responsibilities.   
x Gay people are brand loyal, support businesses that are ‘gay friendly’ and are responsive to advertising that 
acknowledges their preferences.  
x Popular gay destinations are gay friendly and have a vibrant gay culture and community.   
x Gay couples prefer gay friendly accommodation.   
x Many of the gay holidays on offer reflect a fun-loving, gay 18-30 year old culture. The preference for gay 
scene destinations is more pronounced among young respondents, who lack the spending potential of older 
gays.   
x However, the most frequent holiday takers in the gay market are the over 55’s and the 35-54 year old group.  
 
Demographic studies show the gay population has a large amount of disposable income, making gays desirable 
customers. Gay travellers spend an estimated $65 billion a year in North America alone. The success of gay 
tourism in countries such as Canada, UK and South Africa has meant that the travel and tourism industry 
worldwide is now beginning to recognize the importance of the gay market and its economic potential for the 
future. In a survey carried out by the Travel Industry Association (TIA), the majority of gay men and lesbians 
reported that a place generally identified as safe and free from intimidation and threats is one of the top three 
ways they consider a destination as gay-friendly (WTM, 2007: 2).  
 
According to Hughes (2002) tourism activities generally have a particular significance for gay men. Tourism 
activities away from home can be an extension of gay man’s need and desire to be away. A holiday can provide 
a further opportunity to be gay and provide the only, or an extra, opportunity to validate identity by living and 
playing, over a continuous period of time, in gay space or at least a place that is gay-friendly. Gay travellers are 
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worldwide can meet most of these criteria and offer diversity of choice, not all countries have the same level of 
tolerance. Most of Europe (Germany, Netherlands, Scandinavia and Spain in particular) is considered to be gay-
friendly and offers a variety of safe destinations, as does Canada and the US. These countries have also marketed 
themselves towards the gay market, with dedicated gay guides and maps, links on the tourist board websites and 
advertisements in gay press (Traveltrade, 2005). 
 
Gay men travel in search of their identity through spaces where they can socialise with other gay men and avoid 
social constraints and intolerance (Monterrubio, Hughes, Miller and Mason, 2007: 58). According to Hughes 
(1997a) gay men may go on gay holidays as well as seeking gay space at home. Holidays are associated with 
change if only of location. A holiday is a form of non-work activity with particular temporal and spatial 
dimensions; it takes place away from home and over a prolonged period of time (Hughes, 1997a: 5). Gay space 
is the physical manifestation of gay community (Hindle, 1994: 11). Gay space is usually a spatially discrete 
concentration of bars and clubs, but also cafes, restaurants, shops, residences and public space that permit gay 
identity to be validated by relationships with others. This space is targeted at and used primarily by gay people 
and is predominantly associated with leisure activities. It acts as the pull factor that meets the needs caused by 
push factors of censure, disapproval, abuse, discrimination and crinalisation, with a consequent desire to relate to 
others and be oneself (Hughes, 2002: 299). 
 








* social censure; abuse; discrimination              * toleration  
* criminalisation        * bars, clubs, shops,  
* desire to:         spatially concentrated  





Source: Hughes, H. (2002). “Gay Men’s Holiday Destination Choice: A Case of Risk and Avoidance”, 
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Gays feel more accepted in some places than others. The factor that push a gay man to seek out gay space or 
gay-friendly space, will be important in choosing a holiday destination. He will obviously wish to ensure that 
negative push factors are not present and positive factors of toleration and gay-friendliness are present. The push  
 
factors that are specific to gay men create a desire to ensure that destinations visited are safe and comfortable 
(Hughes, 2002: 300-301).  
 
A number of general expectations were formulated regarding tourism patterns among gay men and the principal 
factors motivating destination choice. These were based on information in the gay press and gay tour guides, the 
general literature on tourist motivation, and the earlier work of Clark and Clift (1996): 
x well-known gay destinations, particularly those which are geographically close to the UK, will attract sub-
stantial proportions of gay men; 
x opportunities for socialising and being sexually active with other men will be an important dimension of 
holiday motivation for gay men, in addition to other motivations common among tourists in general (e.g. 
relaxation, sight-seeing); 
x men visiting gay resort destinations will be more strongly motivated by opportunities for sexual activity, 
than will gay men who do not choose such destinations. 
 
For the gay man the holiday provides an extended temporal opportunity to be gay. Gay men, on holiday, may 
feel more comfortable in the company of other gay men and the holiday may  be the only opportunity to express 
sexuality openly. Holidays provide opportunities for all to behave out of character and to do this away from 
those who may disapprove. Given that much gay activity is forced to be covert the holiday is an ideal way of 
ensuring that covertness (Hughes, 1997a: 6). According to Clift and Forrest (1999) rest, relaxion, comfort, good 
food and sunshine are the most important factors in “planning a holiday”. Sonmez and Graefe (1998) stated that 
risk and safety have a grater influence on avoidance of place than on a positive choice. According to them the 
most important types of risk associated with international travel are equipment and functional, financial, health, 
physical, political, psychological, satisfaction, social, terrorism and time. The desire or need, on the part of gay 
men, for places that are “safe” and “comfortable” may be regarded as a need for places where risks of being 
“unsafe” or “uncomfortable” are minimised or eliminated. Risk-avoidance may be a particularly relevant issue in 
gay  men’s holiday choice (Hughes, 2002: 303). Hughes (2002) point out gay men may face a greater “physical 
risk” than other travellers given the possibility and fear of violent attack, theft and mugging.  
 
Top gay destinations around the world include: Amsterdam, Barcelona, Paris, Sydney, San Francisco, London, 
New Zealand, Cape Town, New York, Bahamas, Costa Rica, Canada, Thailand, Mexico, Hawaii, Key West and 
Brazil (Tebje, 2006: 3). The German National Tourist Board publishes an annual Gayfriendly Germany brochure 
featuring in-depth information about gay life in Germany, clubs, accommodationand events. Considering 
Germany is part of the liberal northern Europe, the country ranks high as an ideal destination for gay travellers. 
Stockholm has emerged as the gay capital of the north. The five-day long Stockholm Pride is Scandinavia’s 
largest gay-pride celebration and attracts 20,000 visitors annually. London, however, is stil perceived as the gay 
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capital of the whole of Europe and the most popular city for first-time gay travellers. For Australian gay and 
lesbian travellers, Canada, and Toronto in particular, remains a favourite destination. Many gay travellers are  
 
keen to broaden their horizons, having visited the popular destinations of London, Mykonos and Sitges 
(Barcelona), and a range of new destinations is being highlighted. Eastern Europe, especially Prague, has 
become increasingly popular lately, while Budapest is closing in. Not yet a seasoned gay destination, Buenos 
Aires increasedits gay tourism market by 80 per cent last year. The Argentine government's decision to allow 
same-sex partnerships has put the capital on the international gay map. Tel Aviv has been considered a gay 
Mecca for years now, while Lebanon’s Beirut is an up-and-coming destination for the experienced gay traveller. 
Closer to home, one of Fiji’s exclusive resorts, the Yasawa Island Resort, promotes a gay-friendly policy 
(Traveltrade, 2005).  
 
Gay tourism is increasingly being described as a powerful and profitable market segment yet extremely little 
information is available to marketers about ‘the gay community’ and even less has been written on the subject in 
the tourism literature (Pritchard et al., 1998: 273). Until very recently, little academic discussion or social 
research has focused on tourism among gay men. The first contributions to a growing literature include Clift and 
Wilkins’ (1995) discussion of travel and sexual behaviour among gay men; Holcomb and Luongo’s (1996) 
discussion of the geographic distribution of gay tourist destinations in the United States; the work of Hughes 
(1997a, b) on holidays and homosexual identity, and the organisation of gay tourist space in Amsterdam, and the 
work of Pritchard et al. (1998) on the tourism industry’s relationship with the & gay market (Clift and Forrest, 
1999: 615). Pritchard et al. (1998) stated that gay people have long travelled for recreation and often to escape 
intolerance, yet the development of gay tourism and the active promotion of gay-friendly destinations are 
relatively recent phenomena which are most developed in the United States.   
 
Hughes (1997) stated that the evident targeting of holidays specifically at homosexuals reflects the strength of 
the “pink pound” and such holidays are ostensibly sex-focused. As, however, the construction of sexual identity 
involves a societal input it is argued that holidays facilitate the construction of a homosexual  identity. Much of 
the search for a homosexual identity necessarily involves travel and is analogous to tourism (travel to the ‘resort’ 
of the homosexual world) even though not involving holiday-taking. 
 
Clift and Forrest’s  (1999) study presents findings on the tourist destinations and holiday motivations of 562 gay 
men resident in southern England, who took part in a self-completion questionnaire survey to assess sexual 
activity and sexual riskbehaviours in holiday settings. In this study three dimensions of gay tourist motivation 
were identified: ‘gay social life and sex’, ‘culture and sights’ and ‘comfort and relaxation’. Men who had visited 
southern European gay resorts (Gran Canaria, Ibiza and Mykonos) had significantly higher scores on the first 
dimension; whereas men who had visited European cities (Amsterdam, Paris and Prague) and had travelled 
further a field (sub-Saharan Africa and Australia) had higher scores on the second dimension.  
 
In Hughes’ study (2003), the case of Manchester (UK) and its marketing campaign targeted at the gay men’s 
market examined. The factors influencing gay men’s holiday choices are discussed prior to a description of the  
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marketing campaign. This study concludes that whilst the gay tourism market is a particularly apt one for 
Manchester to target there are implications for the life of gay residents which are undesirable (Hughes, 2003).  
 
Monterrubio et al. (2007) summarises a study of same-sex sexual behaviour of men at a tourist destination, a 
relatively isolated beach community in Mexico. Male tourists engage openly in same-sex activity in daylight and 
are observable by local residents and by other tourists. In addition, some of the encounters are commercial and 
some involve drugs; there are also allegations of child abuse. This scenario is presented as a preliminary to 
further investigation of locals’ attitudes to tourism which are likely to be an amalgam both of views about 




It is clearly seen that, gay tourism will be a profound income source for Turkey when the related literatüre is 
inspected. Even though the lack of investments in gay tourism, the number of gay friendly restaurants, hotels and 
bars are rather high in guidebooks.   However Turkey has still a long way to go in gay tourism.  One key factor 
to get a fair share in gay tourism which is a chief niche market of Turkey is to know and to meet with gay 
tourists’ expectations and The main purpose of this research is to show the gays’ perspectives on tourism, and 
their expectations on touristic destinations, facilities and holidays. The questionnaire applied to 71 gay men in 
Istanbul by using snowball sampling because there are no scientific statistics to put the main numbers of gays 
living in Turkey and gays prefer keeping their identities. Snowball sampling, is a non-probability sampling 
technique where existing study subjects recruit future subjects from among their acquaintances. Thus the sample 
group appears to grow like a rolling snowball. As the sample builds up, enough data is gathered to be useful for 
research. This sampling technique is often used in hidden populations which are difficult for researchers to 
access. (Yazıcıoğlu ve Erdoğan, 2004: 45) 
 
This research was made in August 2011. The questionnares was delivered to some gays who found limitedly in 
LGBT organizations and in their popular restaurants and cafes. These gays assisted to access other gays. Finally, 
researchers reached 92 gays but only 73 of them answered the questionnare. 2 of these 73 questionnares was not 
evaluated because of their incomplete and insufficient situations. So, analyses was derived from 71 
questionnares.   
In research,for data collection, useda questionnare of Forrest'ınClift’s scales(1999), which previously testedfor 
the validityandreliability "what do gay menlookfor inaholidays”.The questionnare included 2 different question 
forms and built up from close ended questions. In first section of the questionnare,  there are demographic 
questions and also holiday and destination choices questions. This section includes 10 questions and was used 
nominal scales. The second part of this form includes 16 questioned scale in order to put gays expectations from 
their holidays. 
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3. Analyses and Results 
The questionnaire starts with demographic questions as ages, incomes and their relationship status.  
Ages are mostly between 26-35 with he percentage of % 57,6. So, man can easily say that the gay people to 
whom the questionnaire applied are young gentlemen. The income is 1000 TL -2000 TL with he percentage of % 
33,3. Following to this answer, 2000 TL – 3000 TL is the second answer with the percentage of % 21,2. These 
income ranges give different kind of travel and social life opportunities to people that can be seen at the results 
below, travel choices section. % 54,5 of people who answered “Yes” the question “ Do you have a relationship 
now?”, on the other hand %45,5 of the people are not in a relationship while they were answering the 
questionnaire.  
After demographic questions, the analyse goes on with basic travel questions. Nearly half of the people choose 
abroad to travel. The percentage is % 51,5. As we look for the places and/or the cities they visited as a tourist 
before; % 63,3 visited Amsterdam, %10 Greek Islands and % 10 Paris are the most popular answers. In Turkey, 
Bodrum is their most favorite place to spend their holiday with the percentage of % 38,7, after Bodrum, 
Marmaris is their second choice with the percentage of %28,6 and Fethiye is the third alternative. It’s percentage 
is %21,4. Gay gentlemen plan their holidays mostly via travel agencies. The percentage who prefer travel 
agencies is % 27,3. %24,2 of the gay people who attend to this questionnaire plans their holidays by face to face 
communications with hotels directly. Rest % 21,2 prefers internet options for all reservations. We see that travel 
agencies are the most preferable option to organise travels for gay tourists. % 48,5 of these gay men needs sea-
sun-sand concept for their holidays. Other % 48,5 part choose culturel attractions in their holidays. %54,5 
percentage travels with their partners.  
In their holidays, gay tourists are disturbed mostly because of their sexual orientations in public. The percentage 
is % 30,3. The second most disturbing situation is the lack of entertainment activities. It’s percentage is % 24,2. 
Rest %15,2 of these gay tourists complain about the high rates of the prices.  
 
 
Last part of the questionnaire includes gay tourists reasons while choosing the most appropriate place to spend 
their holidays. There are 16 reasons and they select as if it is most important, little important or not important. 
We see that the most important reasons are; comfort and good food, resting and relaxing opportunities, meet the 
local culture, impressiveandbeautiful landscape, night life quality, to see art galleries and living closer to wild 
life. The little important reasons are;, to see the famous touristic places, appropriate travel package programs, 
being away from crowded places, being away from other people, sunny weather conditions, meet other gays and 
being in gay friendly places. On the other hand, only two reasons are not important while choosing the place to 
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4.Conclusions 
Niche marketing, although not a new concept in the marketing discipline, has brought with it the identification of 
markets that until late last decade had not been explored or regarded as exciting marketing opportunities. The 
gay tourism market has proved to be one such market.   
 
In order to develop a world-class gay tourism destination, certain fundamentals must be present. First and 
foremost, a destination must have a constitution and society that is committed to respecting and acting with 
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